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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, several authors acknowledged the fact that networking is a major obstacle in the development of large scale wireless network. In fact, in the point-to-point network scenario, Gupta and Kumar [1] showed that the per node throughput vanishes as 0(1/ N), where N is the number of nodes in the network. Even worse scaling laws were derived for the many-to-one network scenario of 0 (1/N) [2] or 0(log N/N) [3] (when applying antenna sharing).
These arguments indicate that having a large number of sensors in a wireless network creates such a communication burden that it is crucial to minimize the number of sensors This work is supported in part by NSF under grant CCR-0431077 and ITR 0428427.
needed. In fact, many authors suggest that a dense deployment should be avoided in sensor networks (see e.g. [2] ). In this paper we argue the opposite. We show that, if one collects the distributed information to a central node with a data driven strategy, both the communication cost and energy consumption remain the same or decrease as the sensor density increases, provided that the sensor field has limited degrees of freedom in the model. This is especially important in the sensor network application since the sensor field is invariant to the sensor deployment. In our argument we utilize data-driven multiple access protocols that we recently proposed [4, 5] requiring a communication cost that scales with the underlying data complexity instead of the number of nodes in the network. Our main objective is to demonstrate that the 'quantity' of the sensors (i.e. a lot of cheap sensors with small batteries) can be effectively traded-off with the 'quality' of each sensor (i.e. few, highly accurate and critically deployed sensors with large energy supplies). Hence, the decision on network deployment does not necessarily have to favor the configuration of highly accurate sensors deployed at the minimum needed density versus a network crowded with cheap devices; instead, it can find the optimum point in terms of energy between these two extremes. The denser network is actually more versatile, because a number of parameters necessary to calculate the optimal deployment of highly capable nodes are not known a-priori.
In our comparison we examine two extreme examples of network architecture: (i) The High Density Sensor Network (HDSN), where cheap sensors are deployed with high density; (ii) The Low Density Sensor Network (LDSN), where a small number of high resolution sensors are critically deployed at the minimum sampling points in the sensor field. The comparison is done at three fundamental levels: 1) the reconstruction performance attainable by the two systems considering a simple zero-crossing detector in the HDSN and a high precision A/D converter in the LDSN; 2) the comparison between the energy requirements for the data collection; 3) the energy required by the hardware nec-essary to implement the two architectures.
The energy efficiency of the data collection process is discussed in two parts. First, we describe the data-driven transmission scheduling scheme that extracts the data efficiently from a large population of sensors and show that the same reconstruction performance can be obtained by utilizing the same bandwidth resources for both the HDSN and the LDSN. Secondly, we compare in terms of transmission power where we show that the two systems have comparable power consumption when they utilize transmission methods with comparable complexity.
PROBLEM SETUP
Consider a network of sensors where each sensor takes measurements from a real continuous scalar field defined over the m-dimensional spatial coordinates represented by the vector x, and the time-dimension t. Assume that the field is expanded (approximately) in a finite dimensional basis, i.e. the field V(x, t) is such that:
k=l (1) where Vk(x, t), k = 1, . , M is a set of m-dimensional independent basis functions. M is effectively the number of degrees offreedom of the sensor field. The expansion in (1) can be valid assuming a deterministic model or can be interpreted in the mean square sense for a random model. Our goal is to reconstruct the field remotely with a certain Mean Square Error (MSE) from a finite set of quantized measurements. In Fig. 1 , we illustrate a one-dimensional network of sensors observing a smooth random signal in both space and time as defined in (1) . The grey flat plane in the figure is the zero-plane, which highlights the zero-crossing contours of the sensor field (black mesh curve). Definition 1 Suppose there exists D such that the matrix
is invertible. Such a set D is defined to be a minimum reconstruction set if and only if, for all other sets D' that satisfy the invertibility criterion of (2), we have D'I > DI.
Note that a minimum reconstruction set is not necessarily unique. Furthermore, among the minimum reconstruct sets the one to be preferred is such that A has minimal condition number, which minimizes the estimation error in the presence ofnoisy measurements. Clearly, we have ID > > M. Denoting by C the vector of the coefficients in (1), it is clear that fD guarantees the existence of the solution C = AtV (t stands for pseudo inverse) and a perfect reconstruction of V(x, t) is attainable at all points using (1) .
(2) Implicit sampling
The implicit sampling here refers to the dither-sampling method proposed in [6] . In this case, the field V(x, t) is represented with infinite precision at the set of coordinates (3) where g represents the dither function. Let us assume that, with finite precision (explicit or implicit) sampling, we have an estimate C = C + Ec. Thus, the sensor field reconstruction and its MSE are respectively: 
where REC = E{ECECT} and tr(X) is the trace of matrix X and 'IL has (m, n)-th element defined as
Although the imprecision in the estimated coefficient Ec 
Because the entries of Ev are in the order of the quantization step-size q, it follows from (7) that D = O(q2).
Omitting the details for brevity, in the case of implicit sampling, a first order approximation of the error is:
Assuming that the maximum quantization-step in the coordinates (xi,ti) is T, also in this case because Eg and EA entries are proportional to T, evidently D = 0(T2).
To streamline our discussion in the following we restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional case where the underlying sensor field is bandlimited. The same arguments can be rephrased to handle a multi-dimensional, space and time, sampling problem.
EQUIVALENCE OF THE RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE
When the underlying sensor field can be described by a one- 
As shown in [8] , comparable reconstruction performance can be using the knowledge of the zero-crossing points. Fig. 2 . In this case, it has been shown in [8] that the distortion ofthe zero-crossing reconstruction is bounded deterministically as IV(X) -V(X) < CVT (11) when the crossings are obtained for a sequence of stable sampling points [8] , which provide a valid reconstruction set D. Hence, LDSN and HDSN achieve a comparable MS distortion performance if q is of the order ofT.
Note that it is necessary to choose the dithered function g(x) such that there is at least one zero-crossing point within each Nyquist sampling period. For V E Sw and V <1, the function g(x) = cos(2WFWAx), where a > 1, is sufficient to achieve the sequence of stable sampling points [6, 9] . The reconstruction is achieved through the inversion of A, where the invertibility is guaranteed.
EQUIVALENCE OF THE COMMUNICATION RESOURCES
We calculate the data collection cost for LDSN and HDSN respectively as a function ofthe number of channel accesses required and the total power needed to deliver the necessary information, for equivalent reconstruction performance. Fig. 4 illustrates the treesplitting strategy. GTMA queries the entire spatial Nyquist 1We assume that each sensor has hard-coded its own position when deployed and that knows in which location it is. Fig. 4 . The illustration of the tree algorithm by spatially dividing the one-dimensional regions.
interval [x, x + 1/2AW), where x is a Nyquist sampling point, which we call group Uoo. If an "e" is observed, the interval is adaptively divided into subintervals until a "0" or "1" is observed. At each level of the tree, the interval is separated into disjoint intervals having equal length. For instance, at level k the interval is divided into 2k disjoint intervals. This process locates zero-crossings using the minimum number of channel accesses [4] which in this case is k = O(log z), where T is the desired precision. Since it is guaranteed by the dither function that at least one zerocrossing point occurs within each Nyquist interval, we can consider the first answer to be an erasure and start splitting immediately.
In the multidimensional case, we envision the HIDSN to be activity driven, i.e. when the information relative to the current Nyquist interval in time and space has been collected, the network falls asleep until the Nyquist interval expires. After that, the sensors wake up and as soon as a node records a crossing, it sends a broadcast signal which is replicated cooperatively at the physical layer. The problem of collisions is ruled out, because other nodes that transmit their zero crossing information nearly simultaneously, only reinforce the signal that initiates the GTMA.
Communication Cost of HDSN versus LDSN In LDSN, an obvious choice for the transmission scheduling is to enable the critically deployed sensors to transmit their encoded samples through independent channels since the data at each sensor are non-redundant. In this case, the number of channel accesses for each sensor is equal to k = 0 (log 1 when there are k levels in the quantizer, i.e. the quantization step q = c 2-k where c is a constant depending on the dynamical scale of the signal or the desired distortion at the receiver.
In the tree splitting protocol used for HDSN, only one group of sensors is scheduled to transmit in each level ofthe Fig. 4 . Therefore, the zero-crossing point is located within an interval of length = 2-k/2AW by using only k number of channel accesses where k = 0(log 4).
Hence, the information required for reconstruction in both LDSN and HDSN can be retrieved with the same number of channel accesses.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF HIGH DENSITY SENSOR NETWORKS
We consider the simple transmitter cooperation technique proposed in [10, 11] , for which the power consumption in transmission is show to be equal in HDSN as in LDSN and discuss a second option which is to uses beamforming, where HDSN has a considerable gain over LDSN.
Asynchronous Cooperation for HDSN In GTMA, the knowledge of the 0, 1, e information is sufficient for each sensor to determine whether or not it belongs to the scheduled group of sensors. We assume that the nodes are simple pulse emitters and that in order to distribute output information throughout the network, they use the symbol-by-symbol relay scheme proposed in [10] where v is the optimal decision threshold determined through the given false alarm probability. If a pulse is detected in both time slots, the output corresponds to the erasure case while if the pulses are detected in only one time slot, the output corresponds either 0 or 1. When the area of the network is small, the emitted pulses can be received directly from the transmitting source. If this is not the case, one must rely on neighboring nodes to serve as relays to distant nodes. Let L1 {si E S -Uo: '(r(1)(t)) 1} be the set of nodes that received reliably directly from the transmission of the source. All the nodes in this set will then retransmit the same pulse p(t) to all the other sensors in the network, which will then ignite another cooperative relay transmission by the third tier of receivers. This on-going process will continue until all the sensors in the network are reliably informed that there exists a sensor that observed the bit 0, i.e. Uo is non-empty. h=l (13) Not that this methods floods the HDSN with all the data that are necessary to follow the protocol as well as informing the remote central processor. Therefore, coordinating the sensors and reaching the distant receiver are obtained in one operation, at no additional cost. The results in [11] provide the necessary conditions on the transmitted energy to guarantee full collaboration in the two-dimensional network that guarantee that the network reliably detect and relay the transmitted symbol. We can extend those arguments in the 1-D setup. We denote by Ps the power of the source that initiates the transmission and let Pr be the power retransmission and assume that the pulse is sufficiently narrow that their contributions can be resolved and combined. We assume that all sensors have the detection threshold v, and let the path loss be defined as 1 / (1 + d)2.2 The result is provided for a continuum approximation [11] of a dense OLA network with only one source initiating the transmission.
Lemma 1 For afixed detection threshold vi, the relay trans2The additive constant 1 in the denominator of the path loss model guarantees that the channel gain does not go to infinity when the distance is close to zero. However, the performance guaranteed in this scenario will also be achievable for the case where the path loss is 1 d2, since the loss in our model decays faster with distance. Furthermore, when d is large, we have Id2 1/(1 + d)2. meters, which is a fairly small area for the deployment of sensor networks and the problems that arise in large scale networks would not be a concern in this scenario. Remark The OLA system utilized for comparison in our paper is an asynchronous cooperation strategy which is simple requires minimum overhead for coordination and reduced latency due to the symbol-based relaying structure. However, the receiver performance can be further improved if a more sophisticated cooperation strategy is used. We should note that, in HDSN, the signals may not be completely orthogonal as assumed previously and the fading may cause destructive interference. Nevertheless, it is expected that in the high density network the per node energy consumption is still reduced significantly.
THE COST OF HARDWARE AND COMPUTATION
The local cost of sampling and computation for the two mechanisms has many contributions. First, the physical phenomenon of interest must be sensed. Assuming that the result of the sensing process is a signal that must be digitized, we estimate the cost of creating the sample as the cost of analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. Once the sample is created, there is an additional energy cost in converting the sample into a form suitable for communication, and the associated protocol processing overhead associated with different communication mechanisms. We will estimate the algorithmic overhead of the two mechanisms assuming a highly optimized platform for the sensor nodes [13, 14] .
(1) Analog-to-digital conversion A useful figure-of-merit for A/D converters is given by dard deviation, and is a measure of the support of S(f) in the frequency domain. Hence, on average, the number of crossings should be of the same order as expected given the Nyquist rate. The net effect is that while both schemes generate the same number of samples, the HDSN scenario uses much less power to generate each sample a factor of 1/q lower. (2) Protocol overhead
The protocol overhead is a quantity that is difficult to provide asymptotic arguments for, as it depends on the precise nature of the underlying hardware architecture. The bulk of the power contribution is from the actual protocol execution. For both LDSN and HDSN the number of protocol invocations is of the same order, because both methods only report information when there is a non-redundant sample. The additional activity in the HDSN case comes from the fact that more nodes are involved in relaying messages.
While for the LDSN a clocked design is the most suitable, for the HDSN we can assume an optimized activitydriven computation platform where the sensor node can: 1) efficiently sleep when it is not performing any useful work; 2) have extremely efficient transitions to/from active and idle states; 3) have low software overhead from the operating system [14] . The SNAP/LE platform we have developed encompasses all these features and require nanowatts of additional power to perform the computation [14] . In a standard CMOS process, the amount of power required when a node is sleeping is larger than a hundred nanowatts, and therefore the minor additional energy required for relaying is less than the power dissipation of a sleeping node! The net effect is that both mechanisms should require the same amount of power for handling the communication protocols.
THE SYSTEM VERSATILITY OF HIGH DENSITY SENSOR NETWORKS
In the LDSN, the critical deployment of sensors at Nyquist sampling points will limit their applications for sensor fields that are bandlimited to frequencies lower than that of the corresponding Nyquist sampling rate. Also, the failure of any sensor would cause a large distortion in the signal reconstruction. Hence, the LDSN is not robust and lacks adaptivity to different applications and to hostile environments. One may argue that redundant sensors can be deployed densely in the network to introduce robustness and that the communication congestion can be avoided by choosing only the sensors at the Nyquist sampling points to transmit their information. However, the high resolution sensors utilized in the LDSN are extremely costly and it would be wasteful to distribute these sensors in a large scale.
In contrast to the LDSN, the advantage of HDSN is its system versatility and robustness to failure. In fact, the failure of a node will not increase the distortion as drastically as that of LDSN. Furthermore, if the density of the nodes are sufficiently high. One can simply increase the number of channel access to increase the precision ofthe zero-crossing position as illustrated in the tree splitting algorithm. Similarly, one can increase the number of channel accesses to retrieve additional zero-crossing points, adjusting to the frequency of the sensor field. Therefore, the network configuration is invariant to the application at hand.
